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“For the graduation my neighbour did like an outside celebration. There

were three graduates that came. They got balloons, their car was
decorated with their names, they took pictures and basically that was it.
They were pretty happy, but I think they would have been happier if there
was no pandemic.”
I wake up late and sleep late. I miss going to school. Online Learning has
helped me cope through this time. It is still the same we used to call our
relatives on the phone anyways so it has no difference. I started to use
Discord, an online chatting app. My friends introduced them to me from an
online sunday school class. Then it was like a normal thing to do. We have
tried going to Berczy park once or twice a week to play tennis and soccer.
The rest of the week I bike around my street or go to Berczy and go around
one part of it each day. My community from what I have seen and
experienced is that they are limiting their time outside. I see people last
year everyday they would go on jogs or a run but now I don’t see them
everyday. For the graduation my neighbour did like an outside celebration.
There were three graduates that came. They got balloons, their car was
decorated with their names, they took pictures and basically that was it.
They were pretty happy, but I think they would have been happier if there
was no pandemic. Some people in the community have completely
changed, some of them don’t even want to come out anymore. So
everything is low key from what I have seen. When we go back to school
there wouldn’t be any change really except the fact that hand washing will
be taken to the next level. The first few days it will be pretty quiet, then
everything will start forming and normal again. At recess people will try to
go out when there are more people in and when there are more people in
they will go out. Crowds won’t be a thing at school. The teachers’
responsibility will get bigger. It will be a stressful year for our respected
teachers as this goes on.

